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Reviewed in the United States on September 28, I restored a pretty beat down golf cart and
replaced the 6 inch speakers with these 6. If you are expecting a deep thump bass from just
these speakers with no amp or bass speaker you aren't going to get it. But if you want loud
sound that is nice and clear, that's what you will get. You need to adjust your stereo EQ to the
music you are listening to but they work very nicely for my purpose. Some reviews said that you
got 2 pair of speakers for a total of 4. This is NOT the case. It would have been nice, but it was
advertised as "pair" and I only expected 2 speakers and that is what I got. So if you read other
reviews do not expect 4 speakers. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on
September 26, Unless you're installing these with a sub, don't buy them. They don't produce
any decent low at all. I didn't expect a great speaker for the price, but I expected better, being
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From the United States. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right
now. This is not a Bass speaker! Size: 5. Excellent sound from such a small speaker. This is for
mids and highs. This goes to the idiots that think u will get bass out of a dang tiny speaker.
Caution and be aware â€¦. Bought 4x of these to replace all my stock units. Pretty nice speakers

but not quite as loud as I hoped. No complaints though. It could be possible that I need 2ohm
speakers for my situation replacing Chevy factory Bose , so I account for that. I also tried them
by bypassing the factory amp, but still no louder than stock- so I have to consider my
aftermarket head unit All in all, very serviceable speakers and a great price. One person found
this helpful. I wanted a speaker upgrade without adding an amp and these exceeded my
expectations. The tweeter and super tweeter provide very clear highs and the mica reinforced
foam woofer provides clear mids and adequate bass. Do not expect glass shaking bass from
these speakers, they provide clear, high quality sound. Go with a subwoofer for bass and get
these for the highs. Perfect fit for my H1. Not what was expected. Sound quality poor, but they
are Sony. I bought this item as a Christmas gift for my husband and he loves it! Great purchase!
Sounds good for the price. Was not impressed by the soldering done on one of the 4 speakers I
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right now. Please try again later. I restored a pretty beat down golf cart and replaced the 6 inch
speakers with these 6. If you are expecting a deep thump bass from just these speakers with no
amp or bass speaker you aren't going to get it. But if you want loud sound that is nice and clear,
that's what you will get. You need to adjust your stereo EQ to the music you are listening to but
they work very nicely for my purpose. Some reviews said that you got 2 pair of speakers for a
total of 4. This is NOT the case. It would have been nice, but it was advertised as "pair" and I
only expected 2 speakers and that is what I got. So if you read other reviews do not expect 4
speakers. This is not a Bass speaker! Size: 5. Excellent sound from such a small speaker. This
is for mids and highs. This goes to the idiots that think u will get bass out of a dang tiny
speaker. Unless you're installing these with a sub, don't buy them. They don't produce any
decent low at all. I didn't expect a great speaker for the price, but I expected better, being
returned. Bought 4x of these to replace all my stock units. Pretty nice speakers but not quite as
loud as I hoped. No complaints though. It could be possible that I need 2ohm speakers for my
situation replacing Chevy factory Bose , so I account for that. I also tried them by bypassing the
factory amp, but still no louder than stock- so I have to consider my aftermarket head unit All in
all, very serviceable speakers and a great price. One person found this helpful. I wanted a
speaker upgrade without adding an amp and these exceeded my expectations. The tweeter and
super tweeter provide very clear highs and the mica reinforced foam woofer provides clear mids
and adequate bass. Do not expect glass shaking bass from these speakers, they provide clear,
high quality sound. Go with a subwoofer for bass and get these for the highs. Perfect fit for my
H1. Not what was expected. Sound quality poor, but they are Sony. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Bought 3 sets of 2 Sony speakers for my
new Sony 6. These were being used to replace 6 of what might have been the original speakers
in a vehicle I bought new in All of the Sony speakers were a complete step up in quality to what I
had before and can highly recommend both the speakers and the audio unit All Sony. Report
abuse. Dann passten die Original Schrauben des smart. Also aufpassen. Images in this review.
Translate review to English. I purchased these for my Renaultsport Megane, which had some of
the worst speakers I've ever encountered in it as stock. They're not a direct fit, so I clipped off
some of the brackets and got them in there just fine. They're a huge upgrade to what I had
before and for the price, absolutely great. These dont sound good if you are in the market for
base the quality of sounds is ok for 50 pound but definitely if you want base go for something
with no tweeter in the middle. Good speakers. Replaced my Clio standard speakers with these.
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